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Horn: Unbounded Rules and Island Phenomena

UNBOUNDED RULES AND ISLAND PHENOMENA

George M. Horn

Various subsets of the data represented in (1) below have been used
to illustrate the inability of transformations to apply into certain
syntactic configurations:
( 1)

a. *vJho did you see the man who hit
b. *Who did that the boss fired annoy Henry
c. *Whose did you see employer
d. *By which Greek authors does he have books
e. *Who did John destroy a book about
f. *About whom did John destroy a book
g. *Who was it John that hit
h. *Who did these books John give to
i. *Who did you wonder who saw
j. *Which sonatas is that violin easy (for us) to play on

The most recent and comprehensive account of these and other data to
be introduced is to be found in Chomsky (1978). Like its predecessors,
Chomsky {1973 &1977), it depends cruciallv on the reanalysis of unbounded
transfonnations as wh-movements, which applies successive cyclically and
is contrained by the Subjacency Condition.
In this paper, I will consider the range of data accounted for by
Chomsky and propose an alternative analysis in which the transformations
subsumed under wh-movement apply unboundedly and consist of both movement
and deletion rules as in previous analyses. At first glance, this might
seem to constitute a loss of generality, but I will show that, by abandoning
the wh-movement reanalysis and the subjacency princip1e, other additional
mechanisms needed by Chomsky can be removed from the theory resulting in
a simpler analysis in whose framework certain facts can be more easily
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accomodated. In addition, the proposed analysis eliminates the role of
the cycle in accounting for island phenomena, paving the way for its
removal from syntactic theory.
In Section 1, I will present the proposed analysis; in Section 2,
I will discuss Chomsky (1978); and in Section 3, I will compare and contrast
the two. I will concentrate on extraction facts, but will also discuss
those problems associated with control and anaphora which Chomsky attempts
to account for.
1. The proposed analysis rests on two assumptions, both of which have
been proposed and argued for by various linguists: first, that clausebound
NP movement, which applies in passive structures, structures involving dative
movement, and so on, as well as NP movement in raising cases, be eliminated
as a syntactic transformation; and second;) that verb and adjective complements
which have no overt subject on the surface are VPs and not 'Ss. As a
consequence of the first assumption, sentences which in former analyses
involved the application of rules like passive, and in Chomsky s analysis
involve NP movement~ are base-generated. Thus examples like the following
have the indicated deep {and in these cases, surface) structures;
1

(2)

a. John was hit by Bill
b. The window broke
c. John seemed VP[to be intelligent]
d. Frank was AP[ready VP[to leave]]
e. Joe tried VP[to do his homework]

No pertinent transformations are involved in the derivations of these
examples.
It is not my intention to present extensive arguments in support of
these assumptions. Both are discussed in Bresnan (1977). The second was
proposed in Brame (1976). A nontransformational account of certain
passives is discussed in Wasow (1977). It should be mentioned, however,
that the VP complement analysis does not entail additional theoretical
complexity. Syntactic categories such as NP and PP must be introduced
.~-""-":""~
... .
by ~
more
than
one
PS rule"' so there is 110 reason··- in · · ·ri-- nci
1e...to.._c·.·•
ex.cl
ude
~-f
·····-. · ··-f
. l ~ ~ ~ :-· ·
-·
·- ·s_· ·····
so nothing new is required to ?Ubcategorize verbs like tromise to occur
with either Sor VP compler,1ents, which is necessitatedy examples like
the fa 11 owing:
(3)

John promised Bill

f VP[to leave]
(

l
5[that Fred would leave early] J

Finally, concerning the interpretation of the subjects of VPs, the
lexical entries of verbs and adjectives must contain information about
which NPs in their clauses are the controllers for equi, and an equi
interpretation rule can be formulated to apply to VPs as easily ass.
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Having made the above assumptions, the following constraints will
account for the data in (1):
{4)

The Nou·n Phrase Constraint: Mark as ungranmatica1
s'trutture containing the configuration:
···Np[ ••• t. ·. ]NP • •.

(5)

The Single Gap Constraint: Mark as ungramnatical any surface
structure which contains a clause (S) with more than one
gap whose associated NP is located outside of that S.

(6)

NP/Gap Order Condition: The following sequence will always
be interpreted by relating the leftmost NP to the rightmost
gap and the rightmost NP to the leftmost gap:

any

surface

. • • NP l • • • NP2 • • • GAP • • • GAP .....
(In the following discussion, 'gaps• are_positions filled by traces which
result from the application of movement or deletion transfonnations.)
The Noun Phrase Constraint (NPC) was first proposed in Horn (1974).
It is also discussed in Horn (1975) and Bach &Horn {1976). The Single
Gap Constraint has appeared in various formulations, and the NP/Gap
Order ·Condition, NPGOC, is discussed in Bach (1977), who attributes
it to Arlene Berman, and in Chomsk.y (1976), who refers to Bordelois (1974).
The formulation of the NPCOG in (6} differs slightly from Bach's
information formulation. Beginning with the NPC, I will discuss these
constraints in turn.
The Noun Phrase Constraint NPC: It is easy to see that the NPC blocks
ungramma.tica examp es , e
a-f, all of which involve extraction from
a NP by wh-movement, as we1 l _as the following, in which other rules such
as clefting, topicalization, and so on, have applied:
(7) a.
b.
c.
d.

*John, Mary thanked the man who murdered
*It was Nixon that John destroyed a book about
*Nixon was famous enough for us to criticize books about
*This tribe is too unimportant (for anyone) to attack
a theory about
e. *The coat is ready for you to find a girl willing to put on

Examples like the f6llowing appear to counterexemplify the NPC:
(8) a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Who did Bill read a statement about
It was Nixon that John wrote a book about
Franco was famous enough for Picasso to paint a picture of
What did Einstein formulate a theory about
Oil, the Arabs fought a war over

In these exa~les, the object of the preposition has apparently been
moved out of the object NP and yet the sentences are good. These
examples, however, differ from (l)d,e, and f, which disallow such movement
Published by ScholarWorks@UMass Amherst, 1980
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in that the prepositional phrases in the sources for (8) are not dominated
by NP, but rather are immediately dominated by VP in structures like
the following:
(9)j: s{COMP 5 [John write NP[a book]NP pp[abo~t WHOJpp
;.

~sls

Thus the·: movement in (8) does not violate the NPC. In Horn (1974)
and Bach·,&:Horn (1976), it is argued that statements analogous to the
examp1es:: in (8) s hou1d be derived frem two structures: the one shown in
(9) and a structure in which the PP is dominated by the object NP.
Thus exa.inples like (lQ) are ~.ssigned both structures shown in (11):
(10)

John wrote a book about Nixon

( 1l) a.
r
b.

John wrote NP[a book] pp[about Nixon]
John wrote NP[a book about Nixon]

Statements analogous to (l)d, e, and f, on the other hand. are assigned
only th~ latter structure as shown:
.

.

(12)

John destroyed a book about Nixon

(13)
1

John des.troyed NP [a book about Nixon]

Wh-movement (and extraction and deletion rules in general) only applies
to structures· like (9). Among other things. thi-s analysis correctly
predicts the occurrence of definite pronouns as objects of examples like
(10), but not of examples like (12) since definite pronouns do not
occur w~th postmodifiers. This is illustrated below:
( 14)

a. Bill wrote it about Nixon
b. *Bill destroyed it about Nixon

Also the analysis correctly predicts that examples like (10) w511 be
ambiguous with certain quantifiers while those like (12) will not:

Example;(l5)a can refer to either the first five books John ever wrote.
which happened to be about Nixon, which is derived from a structure
like (ll)a,· in which only books is in the scope of the quantifier, or
it can refer to the first rive books about Nixon that he wrote~ which
may have been his 15th through 19th books~ The latter reading is derived
from a structure like (ll)b. Example (15)b is not ambiguous and can
only refer to books about Nixon which John destroyed, This follows
from the fact that it is derived only from a structure like (ll)b.
The NPC; which blocks extraction from structures like (11 )b~ correctly
predicts that movement of the object of the preposition in examples
Hke (15)a will disambiguate them in favor of the first reaf;ling. Thus
the following example can only refer to the first five books John ever wrote:
(16)

Who did John write his first five books about

https://scholarworks.umass.edu/umop/vol6/iss2/3
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Chomsky (1977) claims that examples like the following argue against
the NPC:
(17) a. A review was published of Bi11 s book
b. Of the students in the class, several failed the exam
1

Example (17) a is derived by extraposition from a structure like the
fo·ll owing:
(18)

NP[A review of Bill's book] was published

The status of this example as a counterexample depends on how extraposition
is analyzed. If~ for example, it does not leave a trace. then the NPC
as formulated in (4) is not violated. Extraposition is the only rule in
Chomsky's system whose application yields a structure in which a trace
precedes its antecedent on the surface (in other cases, such traces are
obliterated by later rules and processes). It might be argued tat since
the proposed analysis must distinguish extraposition from other syntactic
rules, Chomsky 1 s analysis, which does not need to make a distinction, is
preferable. lt is not the case, however, that Chomsky s analysis can account
for all of the extraposition facts. Consider the following examples:
1

1

1

{19)

a. John's friend arrived yesterday who hated pistachio nuts
From: NP[John's friend who hated pistachio nuts]NP arrived yesterday.
Chomsky 1 s criticism appeared today of Skinner's latest theory
From: NP[Chomsky 1 s criticism of Skinner's latest theory]NP appeared ••
b.

c. NP[The response to those bad reviews of Chomsky's new book
in vol. 6 of Ll]NP appeared yesterday
d. NP[The response to those bad reviews in vol.
Chomsky's new book]NP appeared today

6

of LI of

e. *Np[The response to those bad reviews in vol. 6 of LI]NP
appeared today of Chomsky's new book
Examples (a) and {b) show that extraposition of PP and S, if they leave
·a trace, violate Opacity {see Chomsky (1978)). These examples will, correctly,
not be blocked if either extraposition does not leave a trace, or traces
resulting from extraposition are distinguished from other traces and are
exempted from Opacity. In the first case, extraposition will not counterexemplify the NPC as a surface structure constraint, and in the second, it
can be exempted from· the NPC ih the same way as it is exempted from Opacity.
Thus examples like (17a) do not argue for one analysis over the other.
It might further be argued that traces from extraposition do not count
for Opacity, but count for Subjacency, yet examples like (e), which is
derivable from (d) and ultimately from (c)~ show that Subjacency is not
strang enough to constrain extraposition of PP in some cases. It is clear
that extrapositio.n is subject to different conditions than other transformations (wh-movement and NP movement in Chomsky's analysis) and thus its
behavior does not clearly support Subjacency over a constraint something
like Ross 1 s right roof constraint. ·we must consider overall simplicity
and explanatory power rather than a single rule in choosing one analysis
over another. Amherst, 1980
Published by ScholarWorks@UMass
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Example (17b), 1n Chomsky 1 s framework, appears to be derived by
fronting the prepositional phrase out of the subject NP from a structure
like the following:
(20) ~~OMP 5[ NP[several pp[of the students ... ]] failed the exam]]
Such movement would clearly violate the NPC. However, the following
example shows that PP fronting is apparently unbounded:
(21) Of the students in the class, John believed (that Mary said)
that several failed the exam
The rule, for Chomsky, must therefore be analyzed as wh-movement, and examples
like (21) must be derived from structures something like the following,
in which the wh-word is moved to COMP and later deleted:
(22)

5[TQp[Of the students ... ] ~COMP 5[John believed -s{COMP S[NPseveral
of WHO] failed the exam])]])

If this is the case, the first application of wh-movement, which moves the
PP, of-WHO, out of NP, over S~ to the lowest COMP. violates the Subjacency
Condition. Even if we ignore this problem, such an analysis will incorrectly
block examples like the following:
(23) Of the students in the 3rd year, which test did most· fail
This example is derived from the following structure:
(24)

5[T[Of

the students •.. ] sfCOMP 5[most of WHOM failed wh-test]]J
Both wh-phrases (of WHOM and wh-test) must be adjoined to the COMP with
the result that one of them will aot c-command its trace in S. (See pp. 17,
18, and 30).

(25) a.

As far as John is concerned, I will never believe the claims
that have been made about him
b. Tom, I hate that son-of-a-bitch
c. Ferraris, I saw one yesterday in fact

l~ote that of-phrases occur in other sentences in which they must be base
generated in ,TOP position as there is no apparent transformational source
for them. Some examp1es are: · Of the ten cars on the racetrack, I only
liked the Ferrari and the Ford and Of the rich Arabs in fhe class, Mary
liked Mohammed best. If no PP movement is involved in the derivation of
examples like (17b), then they do not argue against the NPC, contrary
to Chomsky's claim.
https://scholarworks.umass.edu/umop/vol6/iss2/3
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Another class of examples that appear to involve movement of a
constituent out of a NP is that to which quantifier movement has applied.
Quantifier movement is said to relate examples like (26a) and (26b):
(26) a. Each of the men have left
b. The men have each left
In order to relate sentences like the above, quantifier movement must move
the quantifier, delete the preposition of and in the process change the
syntactic number of the NP from optionaiTy singular to obligatorily plural.
Note, for example, the following pair:
(27) a. Each of the men has left
b. *The men has each---ieft
In addition, it does not generalize muci1 beyond each (perhaps to all and
both), as the following pairs illustrate:
(28) a. Half of the men have left
b. *The men have half left
c. Many·of the men have left
d. *The men have many left
e. Few of the men have left
f. *The men have few left
and so forth. It is just as likely that examples like these are not
transformationally related and their apparent synonymy is the result of
the interpretive rules that operate 'on them, in which case they do not
exemplify movement out of a NP and hence do not argue against the NPC.
Finally, examples like the following appear to counterexemplify the NPC:
(29) a.
b.

What did Bill drink a glass of
Which bread did John eat a loaf of

It cannot be argued that these are derived from structures like (lla)
since they behave quite differently in other ways from examples like (8).
If they involve movement from the object NP of the object of the preposition
directly to COMP, then they are equally bad for Chomsky, as such movement
violates the Subjacency Condition (to be discussed later). Such movement
is illustrated below:
(30) s£COMP S[Bill drink NP[a glass of WHAT]]]
Chomsky accounts for these by formulating a rule to extrapose the PPs
out of the object NPs prior to the application of wh-movement. Such a rule
is compatible with the proposed analysis and these examples are no longer
problematic.
The NPC provides a unified account of extraction and deletion facts
for a wide body of data exemplified by (la-f) and (7), as well as the
Published by ScholarWorks@UMass Amherst, 1980
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quantifier facts illustrated by {16).
,,

The Sin le Ga Constraint SGC): Examples (lg-j), repeated below, are
ungra11V11atica ! but none o them involves movement out of a noun phrase:
{'l)

g,

*Who was it John that hit

h. *Who did these books John give to
i. *Who did you wonder who saw

j.

:*Which sonatas is that violin easy" (for us) to play on

T~ese examples contrast with the following, in which wh-rnovement has
extra~ted
a constituent from an adjective complement:
-~
Who was John too big to beat
Who was Bill ready to fight
c. What was Ralph strong enough to lift
d. What is John eager to give to his friends

(31) a.
b.

The ungrarmiatical examples in (g-j) differ from the grammatical examples
in {31) in that the former are al 1 derived by applying more than one
transfprmational rule, while the latter are derived by applying a sing1e
transformation, wh-movement, and equi NP interpretation. Thus exam~le (lg)
involv~s the application of wh-movement and cleft formation, (lh) involves
the application of wh-movement and topicalization, (li) involves the
application of wh-movement twice, and (lj) involves the application of
wh-mov,ement and tough movement (or tough deletion). Similarly, the
application of topicalization and cleft formation in a single derivation
wi 11 yield ungrarmiatical examples such as *Bil 1, it was John that hit
and so forth. Thus the subordinate clauses in (lg-j) contain two gaps
created by the movement of two constituents by separate application of
two transformations. The examples in (31) contain only one such gap.
The Single Gap Constraint as formulated in (5) will block (lg-j), and
allow (31). If we assume that transformations leave a trace t 1 which counts
as a gap, then the information needed by the SGC to determine-violations
is available at the (pre)surface level.
In the proposed ~nalysis, exam~les {lg-j) have the following structures
(32) a.

o.

s( C[who] 5 [was

it John -s{COMP 5 [that

!i hit !z]]]J

s( C[who] ~[ TOP[these books] sf.COMP 5[John gave

,1 to~]]]]
1

c. s[ c[who] 5 [did you wonder sf. c[who] 5 [,11 saw~]]]]
d. sC C[which sonatas) 5[is that violin easy s(COMP 5[(us) to play
!, on ~]]]]
Eac:i structure contains a clause (S) that contains two gaps and the SGC
will mark these sentences as deviant. The examples in {31) have the following

https://scholarworks.umass.edu/umop/vol6/iss2/3
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structures under the assumption made above that their complements are VPs:

sf
b. sf

(33) a.

c.

,sf

d.

sf

c[who] 5[was John too big VP[to beat .t}JJ
c[who] 5 [was Bill ready VP[to fight t]JJ
c[what] 5was Ralph strong enough VP[to lift!.]]]]
c[what] 5[is John eager VP[to give 1 to his friends]]]

These structures contain only one gap

Ci)

and are therefore derivable.

In addition to distinguishing examples like (lg-j) from (31 ), blocking
the former and allowing the latter, the SGC will correctly block movement
out of extraposed relative clauses, while allowing movement from extraposed
sentences. The following is ungrammatical because its structure {shown below)
contains two gaps in the subordinate clause. S:
(34) a. *Who did a man speak to you yesterday who had seen
b. WHO did a man speak to you yesterday
c[who] 5 [t 1 had seen i 2JJ

sf

Example (35) below is grarrrnatical and does not violate the SGC:
(35) a.

b.

Who was it believed that Bill saw
WHO was it believed s((that) Bill saw!]]

Examples like the following appear to violate the SGC:
What violin are the sonatas easy to play on
b. Which box were the large books difficult to put into
c. Which shelves were those books difficult to put on
d. Who was the house too small to rent to
e. Who was the gift expensive enough to give to
to drive over
f. Which bridge was the car {too heavy }
lheavy enough
g. Which tunnel was the truck too high to drive through

(36) a.

In each case, it appears that two transformations have operated into the
complement sentences, one to move a constituent and the other to delete
a constituent in the case of examples (d-g). If the examples are analyzed
in this way, they will have structures like the following after the transformations have applied:
(37} a.

sf

C[which violin] 5 [are sonatas easy VP[to play t 1 on !z]]]
b. :s{ c[which shelves] 5 [were those books difficult VP[to put 11
on !z]]]

sf

C[who] 5 [was the house too small VP[to rent 11 to !_2]]]
d. ·-s{ C[which tunnel] 5[was the truck too high VPto drive t~
through~]]]
c.

Published by ScholarWorks@UMass Amherst, 1980
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and so ,.on. The clauses, 5, in each case, contain two gaps, and yet the
examples are grammatical. These examples contrast with sentences whose
adjective complements contain lexical NP subjects. These latter do not
allow extraction as shown below:

(ja) a. *Which violin are the sonatas easy for us to play on

b. *Which shelves were those books difficult for John to put on
c. *Who was the house too small for us to rent :to
d. *Which tunnel was the truck too high for the man to drive through

The SGC, in fact, correctly blocks these examples which h~ve structures
like t~e following after the application of the pertinent transformations:

(~9) a. Which violin are the sonatas easy s(COMP 5[for us to play t 1 on~]
'

b. Who was the house too sma 11 s{CDMP 5[for us to rent t 1 to ~]]
The apparent counterexamples are sentences whose adjectival complements contain
no lexical NP subject, but are VPs on the surface with indefinite interpretation.
These examples differ from the examples which the' SGC blocks in that only
one NP' is outside of the S from its associated trace in these cases, while
both NPs are outside of the S from their associated traces: in the examples
which the constraint blocks. This is illustrated below:
,,,

Who was the house too small 5 ltor us to rent t 1 to~]
b. Who did you wonder who sL!.1 saw~]
c. Who was it John [(that) .!_1 hit~]
5
(41) a. Which violin fare the sonatas easy to play li on~]
5
b. Who 5 [was the house too sma 11 to rent 1 to ~]
1
(40)
a.
~-·

The constraint as stated above will block sentences having structures like
those in (40) and allow sentences having structures like those in (41).
Uryder the VP complement assumption, the SGC will account for the
accept~bility of (42a), below. which contrasts with (42b,ct and d):
"t·y·"· e·tll·
-·'se·asy
s-omrta
1·;,·
5· --a r·e-·,···-thus·

kel --·to-·-b'e-··
·-ttr ay ·--on t]·· · · ·· ..-.
b. *Which violin 5 [are those sonatas easy 5 [for John to imagine
playing 1 on t]]
c. *Which violin 5 [are those sonatas easy to imagine [that John
5
wil 1 p1ay !. on !_]] ·
d. *Which violin 5 [are those sonatas easy to imagine 5 [John
playing!. on tJ]

- a-;·--··
·vto'1trr··
·c·
· Whi tr'·

In the :case of {a), only one NP is outside of the S from its gap, while
in (b} ·and {c), but NPs are outside the S from the gaps associated with
them. · Similarly, the SGC will block examples like the following:
(43) *Which book did John ask who Bill told that Mary read
From; Which book did Jo.hn ask who s[B111 told 1 that Mary read 1)
https://scholarworks.umass.edu/umop/vol6/iss2/3
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The elimination of NP movement in examp1es like (2), \·1hich in former
analyses involved transformations like passive, subject formation in
inchoatives, raising and so on explains why the SGC does not apply to
incorrectly block examples like the following:

(44) a. Who did John seem to like
b. Who was beaten by Bill
c. Which window broke yesterday
In the proposed analysis, the only transformation that applies in these
cases is wh-movement. Thus these sentences will conta1n only one gap,
as shown below, and the SGC will not apply to them:

(45) a.

sf

c[who] 5[did John seem VP[to like t]JJ
b. s£Lc[who] 5 t.t was beaten by Bill]]
c. s{ c[which window] sL!. broke yesterday]]

The NP/Ga\ Order Condition: Examples like the following, though ungramnatical,
are not bocked by the SGC:
(46) a.
b.

*Which
*Which
c. *Which
d. *Which

sonatas is the violin easy to play on
books is that box difficult to put into
books are those shelves difficult to put on
trucks was the bridge too small to drive over

These examples are structurally identical, for the purposes of the SGC,
to examples (36), which are grammatical. This contrast has been noticed
by several linguists, as mentioned above. For example, Bach (1977) suggests
that (a) below, but not (b), is a permissible sequence of NPs and their
associated gaps, attributing this to Arlene Berman:

(47) a . . . • NP 1..• NP 2 ... GAP 2... GAP 1
b. .. .NP ... NP 2 ••• GAP 1 ... GAP 2
1
The ungramnatical examples in (46) display pattern (b), while the grammatical
ones in (36} manifest pattern (a):
(48) a.

Which sonatas is the violin easy to play 1 on 1
NPl
NP 2
GAP 1 GAP 2

b. Which violin are the sonatas easy to play .! on !
NPl
NP 2
GAP 2 GAP
1
Examples like the following appear to violate this generalization since
they are grammatical and yet conform to pattern (b):
( 49)

How easy a man is John t to please.!
NP 1
NP 2 G1
G2

The difference between this example and those in (46) is that NP 1 and NP 2
Published by ScholarWorks@UMass Amherst, 1980
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here refer to the same individual, while this is not true in the ungra1m1atica·
cases. The NPGOC can thus be modified to apply only to NPs that are
not anaphorically related.
Chomsky (1976) briefly discusses this constraint and questions its
generality, citing as problems, examples like the following:
What books 1 have those men 2 written !i about each other2
b. To whom 1 did John 2 seem t 1 ~ to be referring
c. 11 asked them what books 2 PRo 1 to read 12

(50) a.

Example (a) is not relevant to the constraint in the proposed analysis
since each other does not count as a gap. Example (b), in the proposed
analysis, contains a VP complement with seem. Thus there is only one
gap, il, in the structure, and the NPGoc--i-s-again inapplicable. Example
{c) contains a PRO rather than a trace and consequently the constraint
does not block it. If in fact such examples contain PRO in their
underlying structures, PRO evidently behaves more like an ordinary
pronoun than a gap. Thus examples like (c) ari analogous to examples
like: I asked them which books I should read, which has the same sequence
(but only one gap). Although NPs and anaphorically related pronouns
can occur in e1ther sequence in grammatical sentences, preferable inter...
pretations in some cases impose sequence (a) rather than sequence (b)
on the sentences. In the following examples, the preferable interpretation
is the one indexed:

(51) a. Bill1, John 2 believed that he2 would meet him1
b. Bil11, I know a man2 such that he 2 saw him1 yesterday
This judgement is reinforced by the relative oddness of (b), compared to
(a), below:
(52) a. Mary, [ know a man such that he wanted to marry her
b. ?Mary, I know a man such that she wanted to marry him
The examples in (51), as opposed to those in (52), are more similar to
~ ;;o1~g~~ffl!@"-~

~, ~ ~l<i ttr"ct~ffl'gtff'ffl"1J~~" ~·1:1~~~fffl'tffl'!-

in {51), or gaps in general. Under such circumstances, pattern {47a) seems
to become relevant to interpretation. However, judgements are shaky
at best and no finn conclusions should be drawn.
The NP/Gap Order .Condition, stated in ternis of the patterns in (47},
might be something like the following:
(53) NP/Gap Order Condition: The allowable sequence of NPs and Gaps
on the surface is (47a), but not {47b).
Stated as in (6} above, the NPGOC is not a surface structure constraint,
but rather is a strategy for interpreting certain surface structures.
The two forniulations differ in that the one in {53} requires indexed
traces, while the one in {6) does not. Also, if the NPGOC is an interpretive strategy it might be easier to account for why it is affected
https://scholarworks.umass.edu/umop/vol6/iss2/3
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by anaphorically related constituents. I will not attempt to choose one
formulation over the other.
Su111t1arx: The proposed analysis assumes that there are no clausebound
transfonnations (or equivalently that NP movement within clauses is not
a rule). as argued by Bresnan _(1977) and others. It also accepts Bresnan s
and Brame's (1976) arguments for VP complementation. Finally, sentences
involving raising are reanalyzed as being based derived.
1

In this context, it is possible to account for the range of island
phenomena considered by Chomsky (1973, 1977, 1978), (as well _as some data
that are problematic for him as we shall see in Section 3.). To do this
requires three constraints on surface structures (or two. if the NPGOC
is fonnulated as in (6)). None of the constraints is dependent upon any
notion of cyclicity. It doesn't matter, for example; how the rule of
wh-movement applies. If it extracts a constituent out of a NP, it violates
the NPC and the resulting sentence will be ungrammatical. Similarly,
for the purposes of the SGC and tha NPGOC stated in terms of the pattern
in (47), it does not matter how the various transfonnations apply in the_
course of the derivation. If their effect at the surface structure level
is to create more than one gap in a clause (S), or if it results in pattern
,
(47b), the resulting sentences will be ungrammatical.
The proposed analysis thus demonstrates that a simple account of island
phenomena, of great generality. can be formulated within a framework
in which transfonnations are unbounded, unordered, and apply freely whenever
their SDs are met. Also, the role of the syntactic cycle in accounting for
island facts, crucial to Chomsky's analysis, has been eliminated, paving
the way for the removal of this mechanism from the theory.
In Section 2, I will discuss Chomsky (1978) as it relates to constraints
on extraction, and briefly touch upon the problems of bound anaphors
and control. In Section 3, the proposed analysis will be extended to
cover these latter topics and the two analyses will be compared and
contrasted.
2.
Chomsky (1978) is an extension of his earlier analyses, (1973) and
(1977). As before, the various 1 unbounded 1 movement rules such as
,

topicalization, cleft formation, and the deletion rules that apply into '
adjective complements, are analyzed as involving wh-movement, which applies
successive cyclically to move wh~constituents to COMP. He also retains
the rule of NP movement.

This analysis introduces two important innovations. First. the Specified
Subject Constraint and the Propositional Island Constraint are refonnulated
as constraints on logical form. the Opacity Constraint (Opacity) and
the Nominative Island Constraint (NIC), respectively. Second, the Subjacency
Condition is retained as a condHion on rule application. but it is
restated in tenns of bounding rather than 'cyclic' nodes. Movemen~ is also
constrained by some version of the A-over-A principle. The constraints
may be stated as fo 11 ows:
·
1

1

(54) The Nominative Island Constraint (NIC} : A nominative , anaphor
cannot be free ins.
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(55) The Opacity Constraint tOpacity}: If
subject of

(5~)

e, a minima, then

a

a is in the domain of the
cannot be free in a.

The Subjacency Condition: No transformation can, apply to move
a constituent over more than one bounding node.
"

Chomsky claims that (54) and (55). applying at the lev~l of LF,
"suffice to account for the . basic properties of control, several types
of anaphora, and movement rules 11 (1978:23). I will discuss the analys1s
as it c(pplies to each of these, beginning with movement, and will show
that what appears to be a significant generalization is in' fact ho
generahization at all.
~

Movement: lf Sand NP are bo~nding nodes, it is easy to see that the
Subjacency Condition will correctly block examples like (la-f). some of
which are repeated below:
(1) a. *Who did you see the man who hit
. b. *Whose did you see employer
t. *Who did John destroy a book about

A11 of tthese examp 1es involve extraction from a NP and movement of the
constituent to COMP. This involves movement over two bounding nodes,
as shown below, which constitutes a violation of (56):
{57_) :s(COMP 5 (John destroy NP[a book about WHO]]]
For Chems ky, along with S and NP, S is a bounding node. If this is the
case, then examples like the following are apparent counte·rexamples to
Subjacency:
Who do you believe that Bill read about
, From; 5 [COMP 1 s1[you believe 5 [COMPS [Bill read about WHO]]]]
1
2
2

(58}

In such examples, wh-movement first applies to move the wh-word to COMP ,
over a!single bounding node, S. On the! cycle, the wh-word is,rnoved 2

~~~~:·~.~~~'~1~1~~·vtl:Ce1-t}~be"
~=!:rth7e~~~~~
like believe, S does not count as a bounding node for the purposes of
this constraint.
Examples like the following, which involve seem-raising, also appear
to be prob1ematic for Subjacency. Consider the following:
(59}

John seemed to be intelligent
From: 5['NP[e]· seemed :s(COMP 5[John to be intelligent]]]

To derive (59}. the NP John is moved from subject position of the embedded
S to subject position of seem, in the process moving over ·two bounding
nodes, Sand 'S. Chomsky allows movement over two bounding nodes in the
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following configuration just in case no lexical material intervenes in
the position represented by dots:
{60)

a[ ... f3 [.X.

( aand

a are bounding nodes)

NIC and Opacity operate together to block examples like (lg-j),
repeated below:

(1) g. *Who was it John that hit
h. *Who did these books John give to
i. *Who did you wonder who saw
j. *Which sonatas is that violin easy (for us) to play on
Chomsky assumes that wh-movement (which is involved in all of these
examples) adjoins the wh-word to COMP, and that a trace must be c-colllllanded
by its antecedent. Examples like {li) are derived from structures like
the following:
. (61) sfCOMP 5[you wonder S [COMP 1 S [WHOa saw WHOb]J]J
l
l
Suppose that WHOa is moved to COMP1 leaving a trace in subject position.
Now, if WHOb is moved to COMPi, and adjoined to it, then WHOa wil 1 no
longer c-command its trace in subject position, and NIC will be violated.
Alternatively, if WHOb is first moved to COMP1, leaving a trace in object
position, then movement of WHOa and adjunction to COMP 1 results in WHOb
no longer c-co!Tlllanding its trace, and Opacity will be ')'iolated. {I assume
here that traces from wh-movement count for Opacity. Chomsky's suggestion
that this may not be the case will be discussed later.) Note that the
c-corrmand requirement alone will block such examples.
Examples like (lj) are derived from the following structure by applying
wh-movement:
·
(62) s{COMP 5[the violin is easy 5 [COMP 1 5 [
1
· 1

{~~a}

to play wh-sonatas
on wh-violin]JJ

It is easy to see that they can be blocked in the same way as the auove
examples.
In order to account for the full range of movement facts in the context
of Opacity and NIC, Chomsk,V's analysis requires t_he addition of devices
to serve two purposes: (a) to circumvent these constraints in order to
allow the proper application of wh-movement, and {b) to reinforce t _hem
in order to properly constrain the application of NP movement. With no
qualifications, NIC and Opacity will biock extraction by.wh-movement of
subjects of tens.ed clauses and non-subjects of clauses, predicting
counterfactually that examples like the following are ungra!Tlllatical:
(63) a. Who do you believe kissed Mary yesterday
b. What did Bill ~ay that Fred bought
After the application of wh~movement, these examples have structures like
Published by ScholarWorks@UMass Amherst, 1980
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the following:
(64)

a. 5[ c[WHO] S[you believes tc [t] S [! kissed Mary yesterday]]]]
2 2
2 .
b. sf c[WHAT] sLBill say
s/Fred bought .!.]]]]

s}

c/~J

In strJcture (64a), at least the rightmost! is a nominative anaphor. and
both traces are free in !2 since they are bound by the wh-word in COMP
of~. 1In structure (b), the rightmost trace is in the domain of the
subject, Fred, and again, both traces are free in 'S"~, being bound by the
wh-word· i'ntii"e highest COMP. Thus (a) apparently violates NIC. and (b)
apparently
violates Opacity.
.
.
To ;account for the grammaticality of these examples. Chomsky makes
three assumptions:
a. J that traces in COMP bind traces in the original position of the
· .. moved wh-word;
.b. { that traces in COMP are not marked for case (while traces in the
I original constituent position are so marked); and
_
c ~ t that the subject of the clause ~ s defined in tenns of S and not ~.
Under a'ssumptions (a) and (b), the leftmost trace (in C2) in structure
(64a) is not case-marked for nominative. It thus does not count as
a nominative anaphor. and can consequently be free in ~2• The rightmost
trace. which is a nominative anaphor. is not free in s2, as it is bound
by the ;trace in C2 under assumption (a). Thus NIC will not apply to
block the sentence.
Under assumption (c). the leftmost trace (in C2) in structure (64b)_
is not in the domain of the subject Fred. It can therefore be free in S2.
Since this trace binds the rightmost trace under assumption (b), Opacity
will no.t apply to incorrectly block the resulting sentence.
To 'Provide a proper account of the full range of NP movement facts,
NIC and Opacity must be reinforced. Sentences like the following, for
example, are not blocked by either constraint:

~!!:•~=.i~~l~
~. ~t~
~.~ ' !}~~: '.; !'.~~]fi~'tfA ~~~J ~ l J~o~~ :\~~ ~-::~:E:

1
~~~

: :~:~±~:-~

b. *Fred was given a present to by his classmates
c. *Beavers are built dams by
, d. *Was given Bill a present by his classmates
(Examples like (c} are discussed in Bach (1977}).
'

These examples all have structures in which the traces·are bound by
another -NP·within the clause. The structures of the (a) and (d) examples
are shown below to illustrate this;
{66)

a. 5 [John; was written NP[a book] pp[about t1] by a famous author]
b. ~!; was given Bill a present by his classmates 1]

In ,order to account for the ungrammaticality of (65a-c}, Chomsky's
analysis requires additional mechanisms. the most important of which is
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what can be called the Oblique Case Convention (OCC). According to OCC,
oblique case is marked in deep structure, while other cases are marked
either on the surface or as part of the operation of wh-movement. The
effect of OCC is to block NP movement out of a PP. Any NP that is moved
out of a PP by NP movement will eventually receive a second case-marking,
so sentences involving such movement will be marked as ungrarrrnatica1.
OCC will apply to the deep structures of examples like (65) to mark
the NP objects of the prepositions as oblique as illustrated below:
(66) a. 5[A famous author BE written a book pp[about John [+oblique]]
NP movement applies and John is moved to subject position, where it is marked
for nominative case by surface case-marking. Thus on the surface John will
have two case-markings and the sentence will be ruled out.
Examples like (65d) require another explanation. The structure of
{65d) after the application of NP movement is not blocked by OCC. Such
examples are ruled out by a principle that Fiengo (1977) calls 'proper
binding', which requires a NP to precede (and collJ'lland) its trace(s).
This principle prevents the movement of a NP to the right except where
its trace is oblite~ated by some later rule.
I will now turn to the remainder of Chomsky's claim for NIC and
Opacity: that they 11 suffice to account for the basic properties of
control and several types of anaphora" .
. Control and Analhora: Concerning control, NlC and Opacity together
predict that on y subjects of tenseless clauses are available for control.
That is, this is the only possible position that can be occupied by PRO
which is controlled from outsides. Chomsky implies that the control
properties of tenseless indirect questions support NIC and Opacity.
Consider examples like the following:
(67) a. It is unclear sfw~o PRO to visit .t ]
b. It is unclear -s{who i to visit PRO]
c. John asked Bill s{who PRO to visit iJ
d. John asked Bill 5[who 1 to visit PRO]
According to Chomsky, structures (b) and (d) are ruled out by Opacity
since each contains a PRO in the domain of the subject of "S", and in each
case that PRO is free in 'S". On the other hand, structures (a) and (c)
are allowed by the constraints since PRO in each case is the subject of
a tenseless sentence.
Turning now to reflexives an!!_ reciprocals, Opacity predicts that they
cannot occur as non-subjects of Sunless they are bound in thats. or as
non-'subjects' of NPs with possessive determiners unless they are bound
within these NPs. NIC predicts that reflexives and reciprocals cannot
occur as subjects of tensed sentences. Thus the following are ungrarrrnatical:
(68) a. *John; believed
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b. *John; read NP[Mary s book about himself;]
c. *Bill; believed s[that-himselfi was a fool]
1

On the other hand, reflexives and reciprocals can occur as the subjects
of tenseless sentences:
..
(69)
'·

a. John believed s{himself to be a fool]
b. The candidates expected s[each other to lose]

ThOs NIC and Opacity seem to account for movement facts, several
types 9f anaphora, and control facts.
In! the remainder of this section I will point out some weaknesses
of Chomsky's analysis. In Section 3, I will extend the proposed analysis
to acc6unt for the control and anaphora data, and compare the proposed
analysjs with Chomsky's analysis. I will demonstrate that the criticisms
directed at the latter do not apply to the former.
Ba~ically, Chomsky's analysis is subject to criticism an three
grounds: its near vacuity, unnecessary complexity, and high degree of
redund~ncy.
It approaches vacuity at several points. First of all, the Subjacency
Condition depends crucially on the notion of 'bounding' node, and in the
absence of some constraint on this notion, Subjacency explains nothing.
Chomsky claims that the set of bounding nodes can vary across languages
and, for example, s.uggests that S is not a bounding node i'n Italian.
Ex amp 1es 1 i ke the fa 11 owing from Po 1is h suggest that either NP or S
is not a bounding node in that language, if we wish to maintain the Subjacency Condition, since each involves movement of a wb-word out of a NP
over S to COMP of S:
( 70)

a.

Jaki wykr~ci.:tes numer
which (you) dial number
Which number did you dial
,. "'- Np -

b.

Ktorych oblales studentov1 dzisiaj
which (you) fail students today
Which students did you fail today

From: s(COMP 5[0bl al-es NP [ktorych student ow] dzi si aj]J
Even worse, in certain (lexically) determined situations, bounding
nodes ·in a particula!_ language do not count as bounding nodes. Thus,
as discussed above, Sis not a bounding node with believe. Thus Subja~ency is virtually unfalsifiable, and accounts for the data by brute
force. In the absence of a definition of 'bounding' the argument for
subjacency is circular. It says that a rule cannot move a constituent
over more than one bounding node, and bounding nodes are those that
count 'far subjacency.
https://scholarworks.umass.edu/umop/vol6/iss2/3
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NIC and Opac.ity seem to derive some explanatory power from their
association with binding and bound anaphora'. However, a closer look
shows that this is illusory. The conditions apply to reflexives, reciprocals,
PRO, and traces. However, if they were constraints on bound anaphora
in general. they would be expected to apply to ordinary pronouns when
these function as bound anaphors as in the following examples:
1

( 71)

a.
b.

1

1

Every boy thinks that he is clever
Every boy thinks that Mary likes him

Notice that (71a), under this interpretation, would be blocked by the
Nominative Island Constraint, and (71b) would be blocked 1by Opacity.
It might be argued that NIC and Opacity apply only to necessarily
anaphoric elements. Reflexives, reciprocals and traces fall into this
category. However, Chomsky suggests that traces from wh-movement do not
count for Opacity. This is inconsistent with this interpretation of NIC
and Opacity since it would mean that at least one necessarily anaphoric
element (wh-movement traces) is not constrained by both. Also, consider
the following sentences from Wasow {1972):
(72) a. The losers had to buy beer for the winners, didn't they
b. She is a happy girl, is Sue
In both cases, the pronouns are necessarily anaphoric, and in both cases,
they have nominative case-marking. Thus, if the conditions were conditions
on necessarily anaphoric elements, NIC would incorrectly block these
sentences.
As things stand then, NIC and Opacity are conditions on an arbitrary
set of anaphors, and are, in effect, unfalsifiable· a trait that they
share with Subjacency.
At first glance, Chomsky 1 s analys,s appears to provide a relatively
simple account for a wide range of data. Subjacency, Opacity. and NIC,
with some help from the A-over-A principle, seem sufficieDt to account
for the range of facts that Chomsky addresses himself to. However, these
constraints are only the tip of the iceberg. In order to make the constraints
work, he needs the following additional machinery:
(a) Trace binding: Traces in COMP must bind traces in the original·
positions of the constituents moved by wh-movement. This is necessary
to account for the grammaticality of examples like {63). This assumption
does not follow from any other property of traces and consequently must
be stated explicitly in the theory. Thus it counts as an additional
complication. Furthennore. there is no independent motivation for
stipulating that traces in COMP must bind other traces.
(b) Device for blocking case-marking of traces in COMP: This is also
necessary to account for the gra111T1aticality of examples like (63a).
Like (a} above. it does not follow from any other principle. Nor would
we expect case-marking to apply to some and not to all traces. If case-marking
applies as part of the process of wh-movement, marking the wh-word, and
leaving a case-marked trace in subject position in examples like (63a).
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then one ::would expect traces left in COMP by case-marked wh .. words to be
case-marked also. Again, a special principle is needed to prevent this
from occurring
.
.
~.

{c) jArbitrary definition of 'subject' in tenns of S rather than S:
This is needed to allow wh-movement to apply in examples like {63b)
(assuming that traces from wh-movement count for Opacity.) This definition
implies that the notion 'subject of S1 is meaningless. If it were
meaningf~l. a in the formulation of Opacity shown in (55) could bes.
Opacity would then block all wh-movement of non-subjects. There is no
independ1;mt reason for thinking that this notion is meaningl'ess. Therefore,
it must ~e specifically stipulated. Moreover, it is a rather strange
stipulati,on. Notice first that it is easier to define the notion
'subject fof S' than the notion I s ubje'ct of S'. The former can be defined
as the N~ immediately dominated bys. The latter must be defined as_the
NP i mediately dominated by the S which is ,immediately domin,ated by ·S.
Notice also, that it_is S, nots, that is structurally parallel to NP.
_If there f,i s no Spec,N constituent, as suggested by Jackendoff (1977),
then 'subject' of NP. can be defined as the NP irrmedi ate ly demi nated by
NP (analogous to_'subject of S1 ). Since NPs are not in turn dominated
by
an an~1og
of S (complete with COMP), there is no parallel notion to
I
,
-1
subject .:of
s.
(d) toblique Case Marking (OCC): This is needed to block the application
of NP movement to objects of prepositions in cases like {65a-c), above.
This mechanism, like the others, is quite ad hoc, and without independent
motivation. It reflects (partially) the fact that NP movement, in some
cases, is an aspect of fonner transfonnations like passive which were
sensitive to grammatical relations, and which have been eliminated as
syntactic rules in the proposed analysis and others mentione,d above. ,
It should be mentioned that Chomsky's analysis requires no less than three
case-mar~ing ~onventions: DCC, case-marking as part of the ~ule of
wh-movem~nt, and surface case-marking.
(e) !Proper Binding: This requires that a NP precede its trace in
order to ~rule out sentences like (65d). Proper binding might be invoked
to account for why reflexives and reciprocals do not precede their antee .

(f)

.

. .

:·Immunity of the following configuration to subjacency:
a[...

e[.X.

This is needed to allow NP movement to apply to structures like that in
(59) to produce~ sentences like the one shown. Not only is there no
independent motivation for such a relaxation of the Subjacency Condition,
but it creates problems elsewhere. If the above configuration does not
count for subjacency, there is no way to prevent the derivation of examples
like the following from structures like that shown:
(73) *Whose did you believe book to be bad
From: 5[COMP 5 [you be1ieve 5 [COMP 2 5 [NP[whose book] to be bad]]]]
.
2
2
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Since no le~ica] material occurs between S, and NP, the wh-word whose
can be moved to COMP2 without violating th~ Subjacency Condition-:--6nce
in COMP2, there is nothing to prevent it from moving to the highest COMP
·to derive example (73}. Other examples can easily be constructed to
show that this solution to the problem presented by examples like {59)
is unworkable.
(g) Successive Cyclicity: In order for the Subjacency Condition
to be maintained at all, wh-movement must apply successive cyclically.
Successive cyclicity is also necessary for the correct application of NIC
and Opacity. Strictly speaking, successive cyclicity is not in itself
an additional ·me~hanism. Rath.e r it follows from two assumptions: (1) that
wh·movement applies to move constituents into unmarked COMPs. and (2) that
transfonnations (which are optional), if they are to apply, must apply
on the first cycle in which their structural descriptions are satisfied.
In the absence of either assumption, it must be explicitly stipulated
that wh-movement must apply successive.·cyclically {rather than cyclically).
It should be noted that assumption (2) is,• in effect, the principle of
strict cyclicity, which Chomsky claims can be dispensed with in his
current model (1978:15). It cannot be argued that Subjacency (or NIC
or Opacity) implies successive cyclicity since it depends crucially upon
succassive cyclicity to function properly to account for anything at all.
To conclude this facet of the discussion, we see that Chomsky's analysis
requires a number of additional mechanisms, most of which are arbitrary
in.that they follow from nothing else and have no independent justification.
Some of ~hese, in addition to being arbitrary, i;'reate problems of their
own ( for examp 1e (f) above). The others, while ereating no mechani ca1
difficulties for the analysis, are nothing more than specific remedi.es
to particular problems that the analysis creates for itself (for examp'l e,
(a}, (b}, (c), and (d}).
The third ground for criticizing Chomsky s ana1ysis is that it involves
massive redundancy. Subjacency overlaps Opacity to a great extent,
duplicating the work done by it. Opacity blocks wh-movement from NPs
with possessive detenniners such as the following:
1

*Who did you see John 1 s pictures of
From: 5 [COMP 5 [you see NP[John 1 s pictures of WHO]]]

(74)

Movement of WHO to COMP results in a trace in the NP in the domain of the
'subject 1 John's which is free in that NP in violation of Opacity. Also,
movement of the wh-word to SOMP involves moving it over two bounding nodes:
NP and S. This vio1ates Subjacency. There is partial overlap of these
constraints in· examples like th~ following:
*Who did you wonder who saw
. From: 5[COMP 5[you wonder S [COMP 1 S [WH0 1 saw WH0 2JJ]]
1
1

(75)

As discussed above, movement of both WH01 and WH02 to COMP1 creates
a configuration in which one or the other of them does not c-command
its trace. Additionally, movement of one of them to COMP1 and subsequent
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movement of the other directly from its original position to the highest
COMP would violate Subjacency.
Cho1J1sky recognizes this problem and suggests that the qverlap between
Subjacency and Opacity can be eliminated by assuming that traces resulting
from whfmovement do not count for Opacity. He claims that :there is
evidenc¢ from Italian that traces from wh-movement do not count for Opacity.
There a~e, however. problems for such an approach for English.
If iraces resulting from wh-movement do not count for Opacity, but
do count for NIC, we must distinguish between traces resulting from
wh-movement and traces resulting from NP movement, which oount for both
constralnts. · This implies the rather unnatural set of bound anaphors
discuss~d above (p. 23).
·
Onefcan think of a number of more plausible possibilities. For
example,' that both types of trace obey both constraints, that both
types obey one or the other constraint~ or that one type but not the
other obeys both constraints. There is no constraint on the theoretical
possibilities and vacuity again creeps into the analysis. ;Is it theoretically
possibl~ that the various possibilities exist in different 0angUages?
For English, ·chomsky can say that wh-movement traces do not count for
NIC either, restilting in a neater situation and allowing hi~ to drop
the reqriirement that traces bind traces. which was needed to allow
wh•movement to apply to the subject of a tensed sentence. !However,
the problem of defining a set of bound anaphors for the purpose of the
constrai.nts remains. Thus it appears that for English it might be preferable ito count traces from wh-movement for Opacity, retaining the overlap
between j;Subjacency and Opacity. Whatever the choice, it is. clear that,
contrary to Chomsky's implicit claim, it is not an easy matter to
eliminate overlap in these cases. Moreover, overlap is endemic in Chomsky 1 s
system and its elimination here will not materially improve the overall
·
situation.
The fsubjacency Condition also applies to block some cases of misapplication of NP movement such as those shown below:
--····-·
-~
-·-c·
t··..J~
---·
···b; ..····ar
..······ ·--····"'."'···

·-:o --·--·- --..·- -- -·· --· c.--------····"····------··
c. *Rembrandt('s) was read a book about paintings by Fred
·······

ohn was wr tten··'"arr

ti ·e····
a-,·---a~pTcture
oat··
t -·

G

and so on.
Such examples are derived from the structures shown in the following:

(77} a. 5INP[~J seem sfNP[a book about John] to be missing from ·the library]
b. sf:Np[!J was written NP[an article about NP[a picture of John]]
·

by FredJ

c. sf:NPW was read NP[a book about NP[Rembrandt'. s paintings]]

by Fred]
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In addition, the A-over-A principle {AOA) blocks many wrong applications
of NP movement. This is illustrated below:
(78)

a.
b,
c.
d.

*John was seen and Mary by everyone
*John seemed and Bill to be honest
*John's was seen book by Fred
*Nixon was destroyed fF::d'sJ book about

We have already seen that the Subjacency Condition and Opacity overlap
in constraining wh-movement. If (76a) is modified as follows, it will
violate both Subjacency and Opacity, showing that these also overlap
in constraining NP movement:
(79)

*John seemed sfs[Np[Fred's book about 1] to be missing from
the library]]

Examples (76) and (78) show that, with respect to NP movement, there is
overlap between AOA and Subjacency (examples (76b,c). and possibly (78b),
are blocked by both.) There is overlap between AOA and Opacity (exampie
{78d) with Fred 1 s as detenniner.) In addition, there is overlap between
Oblique Case Marking and Subjacency (which both block examples like~
*John was seen a book about ictures of); OCC and Opacity {example (78d)
with re s ; and CC and AOA 76b and (78d)).
If wh-movement is subject to the A-over-A principle, both it and
Subjacency block examples· like: *Who did you see John and. On the other
hand, if wh-movement is not constrained by AOA, then AOA and Subjacency
are both needed to account for what appears to be the same fact, the
fonner to block the (a) example, and the latter to block the (b) and (c)
examples below:
(80)

a. *Bill was seen Mary and by everyone
b. *Who was seen Mary and by everyone
c. *Who did you see Mary and

The point of this discussion is simply that if overlap between
Subjacency and Opacity is undesirable as suggested by Chomsky, then
surely the additional overlap seen here is eq4ally undesirable. It is
virtually impossible to eliminate it without massive revision of the model.
Empirical problems are few, owing largely to the power of the model,
but they nonetheless exist. The most important are those raised by
adjective complement examples like the following, which the.constraints
incorrectly block:
{81) a. Which bridge were the trucks too large to drive over
b. Who was the house too small to rent to
c. Which box were those books difficult to put into
These examples are derived from structures like the following in Chomsky 1 s
analysis:
(82) s(COMP 5[the trucks were too large 5 [COMP 1 5 [PRO to drive wh-trucks
1
1 over wh-bri~ge]JJ]
and so on.
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If wh-trucks is moved to COMP , then movement of wh-bridge to COMP
results ·;n wli-trucks not c-commanding its trace, and vice ,versa. Thus 1
Opacity is violated {again, if traces from wh-movement count for it)
and the resulting sentence is incorrectly blocked. Even if traces from
wh-movement do not count for Opacity, such examples will be blocked
since traces must be c-corrrnanded by their antecedents. These examples
are structurally analogous to sentences like (lj) and (75), which are
correctly blocked. Thus, in the context of Chomsky's analysis, there is
no way of allowing examples like (81) and, at the same time, blocking
those like (lj) and (75). If, for example, the c-command requirement
is relazed to allow (81), there is no non-arbitrary way of retaining
it for (lj) and (75).
Examples like the following are also problems for Chomsky's analysis:
(83)

It is unclear who should visit

This sentence means that it is not clear who should do the visiting (of
some unspecified people). It must be assigned a structure like either
(a) or {b) below~
{84) a.
b,

It is unclear s{who i should visit PRO]
It is unclear sfwho ! should visit]

If it is assigned structure (a) (which is_parallel to structures (67b and d)
apove), then Opacity will block it since S contains a PRO in the domain
of the subject that is free in!. Opacity does not apply to structure (b) .
In order to preserve Opacity. then, Chomsky must clairn that visit
can be both transitive and intransitive. This in itself is not a problem
as there exist other verbs which can be analyzed as occurring in both
transitive and intransitive structures. Some examples are the following:
(85) a.
b.

Bill walked to the store
Bill walked his dog every morning

(86) a. John grew tomatoes
b, Tomatoes
grow well .·<·in..' ·:.··this
~ ~--~ r f l : B & , t & ~ ~---..-·,~" ··· · ·:··· __.......·"'·
-....: ·· __ ~ ·: ···· -- -'·
·:~-~-·. >:··iigrJEi.if"-l
. climate
i1!00ciifi'.wt~~-----· -~- - ·-·

'"""

-

-·

~

..

-

.

... ..,..

--·

-

..

.
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The difference between these cases and the situation with verbs like visit
is that there is a clear meaning difference between the transitive an-;r--intransitive members of these pairs, which, among other things> is
reflected in the selectional restrictions that operate in sentences
containing them. Thus the set of possible subjects of the transitive grow
is not the same as that of the intransitive grow. The same is true of
the transitive and intransitive walk, and so on. In contrast, the verb
visit as a transitive or intransitive verb has the·same meaning and
identical selectional restrictions on its subject. There is no indep~ndent
motivation for analyzing it in this way apart from saving the Opacity
Constraint. Acceptance of Opacity, then, forces an ad hoc analysis of
verbs of this type.
I will now return to the proposed analysis. In Section 1, it was
shown how it accounts for movement facts. In the next section, I will
extend i t to account for contra 1 and anaphora facts. and wi 11 then canpare
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and contrast the proposed analysis with Chomsky 1 s analysis.
3. Concerning the problem of control, NIC and Opacity together predict
that only subjects of tensel ess clauses are available for external control.
That is, this is the only possibl! position that can be occupied by a PRO
which is controlled from outsides. The correlation of tenselessness
and control environments (predicted by NIC) also follows frCill VP analyses
in which controlled verb phrases which are subjectless on the surface
are analyzed as VPs at all stages fn the derivation rather than as
tenseless clauses (S). Since tense is a constituent of Sand not VP,
it follows with no further elaboration that controlled constituents
which are VPs will be tenseless.
An alternative account of the distribution of reflexives and reciprocals
can be fonnulated tn whic~ a single generalization will replace NIC and
Opacity. This generalization. which can be fonnulated as follows, is,
in fact. the classical statement, which has been discussed widely in the
literature:
{87) Reflexives/reciprocals are interpreted as anaphorically related
to the first NP to their left {within the same clause).
This will account for the ungrammaticality of examples like the following:
(88) a. *John; believed -g{that Mary washed himself;]
b. *John 1 read NP[Mary's book about himself]
c. *Bill believed ![that himself was a fool]
d. *The men wanted ![John to hit each other]
In each case. the reflexive-reciprocal cannot be related to the first NP
to its left in the same clause. and the generalization expressed in {88)
is violated. Notice that determiners of NPs can be anaphorically related
to NPs to their left in the same clause, and reciprocals can occur in
this position:
(89} The men 1 always read NP[each oth_e1r's books]
The generalization in (87) requires a different analysis for examples
like the following than that proposed by Chomsky:
{90) a. Bi11 1 believed himself; to have been lucky
b. The men; believed each other; to have stolen the money
In Chomsky 1 s analysis, himself and each other are the subjects of the
embedded complement sentences. If this were the case, they would contradict
the generalization in (87), since it states that reflexives and reciprocals
must occur in the same clause as their antecedents. However, if we accept
Postal's (1974} claim that the putative subjects are, in fact. main
clause objects, and are thus located in the same clause as their antecedents,
then the apparent problem presented by examples like (90} for the generalization disappears. We can accept this claim without accepting the
claim that the objects in these examples are derived through raising.
See
Bach (1976)Amherst,
for more
,
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To~~pport this analysis, notice that in sentences in which ra1s1ng
does not occur, or rather .in .cases wh~re it is cl ear that they are
subjects of complement sentences rather than objects of higher sentences,
reflexi;Ves cannot always occur. This is shown by the ungrammaticality
of the ~ollowin~:
(91')

a. *Fred would 1i ke for llimself to pass the test
b. *John would prefer for himself to be liked by all the girls
c. *Bill arranged for himslef tp· sit in the front row

We~ee then that the proposed analysis and Chomsky's analysis can
be formulated to account for the same range of data. There are, however,
signifiicant differences between the two. The proposed analysis eliminates
NP movement, allows the remaining transformations to apply unboundedly,
a·nd doe·s not rule out a deletion analysis of adjective phrase complement
·example's like (lj), (31), and (36)". Finally, transfonnations need not
apply cyclically.
I have argued that Chomsky's analysis can be objected to on grounds
of vacuity, complexity, and redundancy, as well as certain. empirical
shortcomings. However, his analysis makes two general izati.ons that are
not made in the proposed analysis which perhaps could offset its weaknesses:
the wh-movement generlaization and the generalization of the same
constraints,
NIC and
Opacity, to movement, control, and anaphora facts.
'
.
:.;·

Tne /wn-movement ·genera1i zati on accounts for the fact that wh-movement,
topical~zation, and the various adjective phrase deletion rules, among
others/ all obey the same constraints (see Chomsky (1977))-. However, this
generalization is not necessary to a unified account of island phenomena.
The reason that the different transfonnations display the same pattern .
of grammaticality (partially illustrated below) is not that they are
manifestations of a unified process of wh-movement, but rather that they
all have the same effect on the structures that they apply to: they all
1eave traces (or gaps) :
·
(92) a. *It was these books that I wondered who read
b. *These books, I wondered who read
.......'!<_

.' .

.......

o n·,-·"We--- es- ·roye ·-a-· oo -··a ou ·· · "'·.-·-·
. ·-----.-----· ........_... ........... -·· ..... ·..,.....
. ....._.. ........... ........
*Who did you destroy a book about
·
*That tribe was too unimportant to destroy books about
*Which sonatas was the violin easy to play on
*It was thos~ sonatas that the violin was easy to play on

After the application of the pertinent rules, these examples have structures
like the following: (in the proposed analysis)
(93)

a. It.was these .books 5 [cOMP 5 [that I wondered 5[cwho]s1 read 1]]]]
b. These books, I wondered sic[whoJsLt. read.!_]]
c. John, we destroyed NP[a book about 1]
d. Who did you destroy NP[a book about.!_]
e. That tribe was too unimportant to destroy NP[books about 1]
f. It was those sonatas 1 that the violin 2 was easy to play t 1 on .!z
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Structures (a) and {b) violate the SGC; (c). (d), and (e) violate the NPCi
and (f) violates the NPGOC. It does not matter which rules app1y or how
they apply. Only the occurrence of traces on the surface is important.
Thus a unified account of island phenomena is also possible in the proposed
analysis.
Concerning Chomsky's second generalization, it is not true that NIC
and Opacity naturally generalize to account for movement, control and
anaphora facts. Unassisted, they account for very few movement facts.
The devices necessary to weaken them to allow the proper operation of
wh-movement were discussed in Section 1. If wh-movernent traces do not
count for Opacity, then the Opacity Constraint functions solely to prevent
NP movement from applying to non-subject NPs to move them out of Sand NPs
with possessive detenniners. Extraction from NPs by NP movement is blocked
by AOA. and OCC in some cases, so the only movement blocked solely by
Opacity is that of 'non-subjects out of S by NP movement. NIC serves
only to prevent movement -of the subject of a tensed sentence out of that
sentence by NP movement. Moreover, as we have seen, NIC and Opacity are
not strong enough to account for all of the constraints on NP movement.
Turning to the problem of control. NIC and Opacity are not strong
enough to account for a11 of the 1i mi tati 011s on the distribution of PRO.
They allow PRO to occur in -non-subject position in NP or· S if it is
controlled within that NP ors. Thus the following are not blocked by
either constraint:
(94) a. *John.l saw PRO.1 in the mirror
b. *Bill 1 talked to Fred about PRO;
c. *Everyone disliked Fred's 1 book about PRO;
The distribution of PRO differs from that of reflexives and reciprocals
which can occur in the environments analogous to the ones in (94). The
only similarity in the distribution of PRO on the one hand. and reflexives
and reciprocals on the -other, is that they cannot occur as subjects of
tensed sentences (as predicted by NIC).
Chomsky implies that the control properties of tenseless indirect
questions support NIC and Opacity, as dis cussed above ( see pp. _20 and 21 ,
examp 1es ( 67) ) •
In fact, NIC and Opacity provide no independent account for the properties
of such examples. Tenseless indirect questions like the following cannot
contain a lexical subject and their subject must be either interpreted
as indefinite or controlled by some NP elsewhere in the structure in which
the indirect question is embedded:
(95) a. It is unclear who to visit
b. John asked Bill who to visit
Neither of these conditions follows from NIC or Opacity, and they must
be accounted for by other means. What is important here is that once
these properties of indirect questions are accounted for, NIC and Opacity
are not necessary to account for (67). Structures (b) and (d) are ruled
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out because the subjects of the indirect questions are not :controlled
from outside these embedded sentences, but rather are bound by wh-words
within them. Thus tenseless indirect questions provide no' support for
NIC or Opacity.

Nic,.:and Opacity are most successful in accounting for the distribution
of refl~xives and reciprocals (seep. 21, examples (68) and (69)}.
To ~onclude, NIC and Opacity account for few movement facts, some
control ffacts, and the distributions of certain bound anaphors (reflexives
and reciprocals, and some traces, from NP movement, but not traces from
wh-movernent). The single generalization stated in (87) will also account
for the;: distribution of reflexives and reciprocals. , If tHC and Opacity
were well motivated on other gro~nds apart from data ·involving reflexives
and reciprocals, they might be preferable to the generalization in (87).
However; we have seen that this is not the case.
A final
and Opacity
however, we
adequacy in

set of facts that could provide independent support for NIC
are so-called disjoint reference facts. When we look at these,
see that the constraints fall far short of -observational
accounting for such data, and therefore gain so support from it.

For:'the purpose of this discussion, .the exact nature of the me.chanism
that assigns disjoin reference can be ignored. Essentially, the
constraints predict that disjoint reference is necessary erever reflexives
and reciprocals can occur. Thus the non-reflexive pronoun in the (b)
examples below cannot be anaphori ca 11 y related to the indexed NP:
a. John liked himself
b. *John; liked him;
(97) a. John believed himself to be a fool
b. *John; believed him; to be a fool
(96)

(98)

a. John read a book about himself
b. *John 1 read a book about him1

~ ~J~e-~:reifi~we" 11ves111, g.,1~ 11, =eefpfl~
• e'a1

e _,ts ~.Jttf•!
~ -~iGg ¥:1,
tfais\ibi0i . )~

ei1(?P

is not necessary and the pronouns in the {b) examples can be anaphorical l y
related to the NPs:
(99)

a. *John believed himself was a fool
b. John 1 believed he 1 was a fool
(100) a. *John read Mary's book about himself
b. John 1 read Mary's book about him 1
Contrary to the prediction, there are many environments in which both
reflexives and non-reflexive pronouns anaphorically related to NPs in
the sentence can occur. Some examples are the following:
(101 ) a.
b.

Mary always kept one near herself in case of an emergency
Mary; always kept one near her; in case of an emergency
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(l 02) a.
b.

Nixon liked those books about himself because they were so
flattering
Nixon; liked those books about him.1 because they were so
flattering

(103) a.

The actors all thought that photos of themselves taken by
amateurs should not be published in magazines
b. The actorsj all thought that photos of them; taken by
amateurs snould not be published in magazines .

The constraints are not strong enough to block the disjoint reference
mechanism in examples like (101) through (103), and thus predict
counterfactually that the (b) examples are ungrammatical.
They are also unable to block the disjoint reference mechanism in
examples like the following which are nevertheless grammatical in the
anaphoric reading:
(104) a.
· b.

John; liked his; books very much
Fred.1 believed that his.1 record would sell a million copies

~t might be argued that the A-over-A principle applies to block disjoin
reference in cases like (102), (103), and (104), (see Chomsky (1973)).
However, if this were the case, then it would also be blocked in examples
like the following, which are ungrarranatical in the.anaphoric reading:
(105) *John.1 brought .a picture of him.,
Whatever the explanation of the disjoint reference facts, it is clear
that NIC and Opacity cannot account for them unassisted. These facts
thus provide no independent support for the constraints over the generalization
in (87).
I have argued that Chomsky's wh-movement generalization is not necessary
for a unified account of island phenomena, and that what seem$ to be a
generalization of movement, control, and anaphora facts is really no
generalization at all,
The wh-movement generalization eliminates syntactic deletion rules, such
as those that apply into adjective complements. This may or may not
represent a simplification of the theory. It is clear that it creates
difficulties, not encountered by an analysis that allows deletion, in
analyzing adjective complement examples like (36b-g}. More important,
however, is the fact that simplicity is relative, and the proposed analysis,
overall, is simpler than Chomsky's analysis and avoids the criticisms
directed against his analysis above.
On the question of vacuity, the proposed analysis, which does not include
the Sugjacency Condition, has no need of the undefined notion of 'bounding
node'. Since it makes no use· of NIC and Opacity, it is not necessary
in the proposed analysis to define the arbitrary set of bound anaphors
that these constraints apply to. Rather the notion of 'bound anaphor 1
in its earlier, more natural interpretation, can be maintained, Nor is
there any need in the proposed analysis to distingaish between traces
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re$u1ti~g from wh-movement and those resulting from NP 1movement, surely
one of the more bizarre aspects of Chomsky's model.
On the question of complexity, the proposed analysis removes the need
for such additional mechanisms as those djscussed on pp. 23-27, listed
as (a) through (h). Trace binding (a), the problem as~ociated with casemarking t trac~s in COMP (b), and the arbitrary definition of 'subject'
in terms of S (c) are eliminated with the elimination qf NIC and Opacity.
ObliquetCase Marking (d), and proper binding:(e), are ~1iminated with
the elimination of the NP movement rule. The irmnunity\of the configuration
[ ... ;a(.X. to the Subjacency Condition (f), and the need for. successive
cyilic rule application (g) are eliminated with the elimination of .
·
Subjacency, NIC and Opacity.
'.\

In addition to the e~imination of (d), the wh-rnovement rule in the

proposed ·analysis does not require its own case-marking convention • .
The elimination of these mechanisms results in a comparatively simpler
·
analysis.
On the question of redundancy, there is less overlap in the work done
by the .constraints in the proposed analysis. More important, however,
the proposed analysis divides the data in a more natur~l way. Sentences
that violate the NPC differ from those that vi~late the SGC in that the
fonner are generally unacceptable but interpretable{ while ;the latter
are generally uninterpretable. This is illustrated below. : The examples
in (106), which violate the NPC1 are not as bad as those in (107) which
violate ;the SGt:
(106)

a.
b.

c.
d.

*Who
*Who
*Who
*Who

did
did
did
did

John destroy a book about
Frank see Mary and
Fred steal John 1 s book about
he write a book about pictures of

a. *Who did those books John give to
b. *What did you wonder who saw
c. *Who did you wonder what saw
··---------- .. · ··-·-··.-·· ·.b
•.
._··Q---.~
_-· "---·.·-- ----· -- . .~ .. ~W Jb.l??. -- g_QP..~~ 99. you __.bel.i eve ..John. . ~ve~_toc,,··---- . ........
_
(107)

.. .

Fina ly, while the differences are admittedly si:lght., the proposed
analysis is better able to account for certain empirica'l problems for
Chomsky\s analysis. I have discussed adjective complement sentences like
(81), which are incorrectly blocked in Chomsky's analysis. : These are
nbt blocked in the proposed analysis, in ~hich they have st~uctures like
the following: (after the application of the pertinent :transformations)
(180) sfwhich bridge 5[were the trucks too largevpito drive t over iJJJ
Such structures do not violate any of the ~onstraints.
The problem with verbs like visit in sentences like :(83) disappears
with the elimination of Opacity. There is no reason not to assign them
structures in which visit occurs with a PRO object sue~ as {84a). In
any case, vis1t, and·verbs of this class need not be ana1yzed as being
both transitive and intransitive.
https://scholarworks.umass.edu/umop/vol6/iss2/3
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To conclude, I have shown that by eliminating NP movement and assuming
that certain complements are VPs and not Ss in line with Bresnan {1977)
among others, a comprehensive account of island phenomena can be formulated
without recourse to Subjacency and successive cyclicity. The proposed
analysis accounts for the same range of data that Chomsky addresses
himself to in (1977) and 0978), but is not subject to the criticisms
that can be directed against Chomsky, At first glance, Chomsky's analysis
seems to make interesting generalizations about movement, anaphora, and
control. Upon closer examination. however, it suffers from certain
fundamental defects, which are not shared by the proposed analysis. The
central
notions upon which NIC. Opacity and Subjacency depend {'bounding'
and 1 bound anaphora') are completely unexplained. A number of additional
mechanisms are necessary to achieve observational adequacy, and there
is massive redundancy in the tasks performed by the various constraints
and conventions.
The proposed analysis removes the need for such notions as 1 bounding',
and eliminates the additional mechanisms required by Chomsky's analysis.
Moreover, it is less redundant, and as things stand at this point,
it accounts for more data. The proposed analysis thus stands as a
reasonable alternative to Chomsky's analysis. It provides a simpler
account of the English data considered here, and tt seems likely that
certain aspects of it will ·be universally valid. (See Horn (1978) for
the application of the proposed analysis to non-English data.)
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